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INTRODUCTION

In the context of ionizing radiation induced DNA damage, DNA double-strand breaks (DSB) are considered as the predominant mediators of radiation-induced cell killing. However, it is obviously not only the mere number of initially induced DSB that determines the cell killing probability. Several studies suggest that residual damage, represented by a subset of DSB that cannot be quickly repaired or rejoined and persist for a longer time, is an indicator of the cell killing probability (1–5). This is qualitatively consistent with observations after high-LET radiation, where typically the yield of initially induced DSB is similar to that of photon radiation (6), but the fraction of residual damage is increased as compared to low-LET radiation, in line with the higher cell killing efficiency of high-LET radiation (7).

The kinetics of DSB rejoining can therefore provide important information on the biological effectiveness of different radiation qualities. After photon irradiation, typically a biphasic rejoining kinetics characterized by a fast and a slow component is adopted for the interpretation of the experimental data, although other approaches are possible (8). Several hypotheses have been discussed concerning the biological interpretation of these two components, and some of these suggest the presence of DNA damages of different severity, which are processed with different kinetics. This hypothesis is also in line with the slower rejoicing observed after exposure to high-LET radiations compared to photons (7, 9–11).

The main difference between low-LET radiation (such as photons) and high-LET radiation (like accelerated ions) is that the former leads to a sparsely ionization pattern while the latter results in more dense ionization patterns. Consequently, a comparably homogeneous distribution of lesions in the volume of a typical mammalian cell is expected after photon irradiation because of the rather random spatial distribution of energy deposition events. In contrast, for ion irradiation the energy deposition is extremely localized along the trajectory of the primary ion and it can be described in terms of the average energy deposition as a function of the distance from the track center, the so called radial dose profile. The importance of...
the radial dose profile becomes obvious when comparing different ion species at the same LET. Despite the same overall energy deposition, the different ion species exhibit different biological effectiveness, which can be traced back to their different track structure properties (12–14) indicating that LET alone is not a suitable predictor of radiation effectiveness. The different energy deposition patterns of photons and ions are reflected in the relative pattern of DNA damage and of DSB distribution in particular (15–17). The resulting proximity of damages induced by ion tracks is expected to lead to a higher complexity of damage, which can explain the increase of the fraction of residual damage with penetration depth for high energetic ion beams (18). The higher complexity of this damages can also be considered as explanation for the increased relative biological effectiveness (RBE) in the Bragg peak region, which represents one of the major rationales for application of ion beams in tumor therapy (19–21).

In particular for tumor therapy, an accurate quantitative description of the increased effectiveness of ion beams is required for treatment planning. The first version of the local effect model (LEM I) was originally developed for application in treatment planning with the aim to predict the RBE for cell killing and normal tissue effects of ion irradiation (22). The model relies on the basic assumption that the biological effectiveness of heavy-ion irradiation can be derived from the photon dose-response curve in combination with the microscopic local dose distribution pattern of ion traversals within the target (i.e., the cell nucleus). The fundamental assumption of the model is that equal local doses should lead to equal local effects independent on the radiation quality; the local dose (on a nanometer scale) is described in this context by an “amorphous” track structure model. Several improvements have been implemented over the years that enhance the predictive power of the model [LEM II (23), LEM III (24)] and in 2010 a new version of the LEM (LEM IV) was developed (25). In contrast to the previous versions, where the local dose was directly translated into an average number of lethal events, in the new version an intermediate step is introduced based on a more mechanistic description of the initial spatial DNA damage distribution.

The intermediate step involves the classification of DSB into two classes, called isolated DSB (iDSB) and clustered DSB (cDSB), respectively. In our model, isolated DSB correspond to isolated, single DSB induced in DNA domains of approximately 2 Mbp size, whereas clustered DSB are characterized by simultaneous induction of 2 or more DSB within a 2 Mbp domain.

In our current study, we test the hypothesis that these two DSB classes of isolated DSB and clustered DSB can be identified with the fast and slow rejoining components, respectively. Therefore, frequencies of isolated DSB and clustered DSB are calculated using the LEM and the corresponding rejoining kinetics is determined based on a biphasic exponential model. Rejoining after photon irradiation is calculated according to the same principle. Predicted rejoining curves are then compared with experimental data for different radiation qualities and for different cell lines.

**MODELING**

**Basics of LEM**

The LEM is primarily used to simulate the biological effectiveness of cell exposure to ion irradiation in terms of clonogenic survival. In the most recent version of the model [LEM IV (25)], the biological response of a cell to radiation is linked to the initial DNA damage distribution inside the cell nucleus. The basic assumption behind that link is that besides the mere number of DSB it is mainly their local density that determines the cell killing probability. The DSB density is determined in the model in relationship to a key structural subunit of the chromatin organization, the so-called “Giant Loop” (26, 27). These giant loops represent DNA segments/subunits of about 2 Mbp size, whose ends are attached to the nuclear matrix. The relevance of this loop organization both from a structural and functional point of view has been also discussed in relationship to the phosphorylation of histone H2AX, which extends over a chromatin region of about 2 Mbp surrounding induced DSBs and represents a key element in the cell response to radiation damage (28).

The model simulates the spatial distribution of induced DSB for a given pattern of ion traversals according to the local dose deposition pattern derived from the radial dose profile of the tracks. Based on the giant loop description, individual DSB are then classified according to the number of DSB induced in individual loops. If only a single DSB is induced in a loop, it is classified as isolated DSB (iDSB); if two or more DSB are induced, they are classified as clustered DSB (cDSB). Different severities are then assigned to these two damage classes, which are assumed to be related to the probability of rejoining and repair.

When a single DSB is induced in one loop, the DNA ends are considered to be still close together and repair or rejoining processes like e.g. non-homologous end joining as well as homologous recombination should be able to reconnect the break ends with high fidelity. In contrast, when multiple DSB are induced in a loop, the production of DNA fragments inside the loop is possible and those fragments could diffuse away from the damaged site, and consequently rejoining is expected to be more difficult due to the loss of integrity of the loop structure (29). Following this description, clustered DSB are proposed to be more likely responsible for cell death compared to isolated DSB. This concept has been recently demonstrated to be consistent also with the general linear-quadratic shape of cell survival curves for low-LET radiation (30). Furthermore, the possibility that dose effects at micrometer level could influence the kinetics of DSB processing has been
also recently reported by Neumaier et al., together with the concept of repair centers for multiple DSB induced in close vicinity (31).

Calculation of Isolated DSB and Clustered DSB

For each simulation both the cell line and the radiation quality have to be appropriately characterized, and each cell line, the following parameters are used to define the target features:

1. Cell nuclear volume and radius.
2. Length of DNA segments representing a giant loop.

The cell nucleus is defined as a cylinder with the main axis parallel to the ion direction. A constant volume of 500 μm³ is assumed for all cell lines; the geometry is then defined by the particular choice of the nuclear radius, from which the corresponding height is determined. The total DNA content is fixed and equal to 5.4 × 10⁹ bp. Concerning the cell lines investigated here, some differences can be expected in the total amount of DNA content, with some slightly higher values characterizing human cell lines. The effect of a 10% increase of DNA for human fibroblast has been tested (data not shown), and no significant differences were observed in the final outcome. This is probably due to the fact that for the analysis presented here we focus on the relative fraction of isolated DSB and clustered DSB, but not directly on their absolute numbers. The giant loop structure is actually represented by cubic shaped domains of fixed size inside the cell nucleus, assuming that a volume can be uniquely assigned to a given length of a DNA segment if the DNA is homogenously distributed throughout the cell nucleus. A standard value of 540 nm has been used in the LEM as the edge length of the cubical domains, which has been derived from an optimization procedure used to minimize the deviations between model predictions and experimental data sets (25). This value is fully in line with values found in the literature (26, 27). Nevertheless, since the relative fractions of isolated DSB and clustered DSB critically depend on the domain size, we further analyzed the impact of this parameter by varying it with a step size of 40 nm between the extreme values of 540 nm and 420 nm. This range corresponds to a genome content per domain from around 2 Mbp down to around 500 kbp of DNA respectively. The domain size, as well as the radius of the cell nucleus, determines the number of giant loop domains that are contained inside the nucleus. The parameter values for the cell lines of interest are summarized in Table 2.

Concerning radiation quality, any ion species can be simulated by selecting the appropriate combination of energy, LET and physical dose value. No modifications have been made on the description of the track structure and the calculation of the initial DSB distribution, which have been extensively described in previous works (23, 25, 29).

The LEM complete simulation algorithm (29) was used to perform all the simulations of DSB distribution patterns, neglecting in this context the further step involving calculations of cell survival probabilities. The numerical values obtained as output from one single simulation, are used to evaluate a mean number of domains containing isolated DSB, n_i, and a mean number of domains containing clustered DSB, n_c, for each particular irradiation, assuming Poissonian statistics for the random ion hits on the cell nucleus. The total number of DSB corresponds to the sum

\[ n_{DSB} = n_i + n_c \cdot \lambda_c \]

where \( \lambda_c \) represents the mean number of DSB per clustered DSB.

Concerning photon irradiation, the Poissonian distribution is adopted to describe the random distribution of DSB inside...
the cell nucleus (32), which for each cell line is characterized as already described. Assuming a Poisson distribution, and with \( N_L \) defining the number of loops available inside the nucleus and \( D \) the released dose, we can calculate the number of domains affected by isolated DSB and clustered DSB, respectively (29, 30):

\[
n_1(D) = N_L \lambda(D) e^{-\lambda(D)}
\]

\[
n_c(D) = N_L (1 - e^{-\lambda(D)}) - \lambda(D) e^{-\lambda(D)}
\]

The average number of DSB per domain \( \lambda(D) \), defined as follows, depends on the DSB yield \( \alpha_{DSB} \), on the dose and on the total number of domains:

\[
\lambda(D) = \frac{\alpha_{DSB} D}{N_L}
\]

As for the simulations of ion radiation, \( \alpha_{DSB} \) is chosen equal to 30 DSB per Gy and cell nucleus (33, 34).

**Rejoining Model**

Based on the total number of DSB and the corresponding frequencies of isolated DSB and clustered DSB, the relative fractions of isolated DSB and clustered DSB can be determined. The main hypothesis made here is that according to the severity of damage, as discussed above, isolated DSB are assumed to be rejoined with a fast kinetics, whereas DSB contained in clustered DSB are assumed to be rejoined with a slow kinetics. Although it cannot be excluded that differences in damage severity are connected to the actual number of DSB induced in a loop, we restrict ourselves here to a distinction between domains affected by only one, or by two or by more than two DSB. This is based on the assumption that the main difference from the point of view of the repair processes lies in the integrity of the loop structure, which is maintained only in the case of isolated DSB.

The fractions \( F_{fast} \) and \( F_{slow} \) corresponding to the weights of the two damage classes in the kinetic curves are thus defined as follows:

\[
F_{fast} = \frac{n_i}{n_i + n_c \cdot \lambda_c}
\]

\[
F_{slow} = \frac{n_c \cdot \lambda_c}{n_i + n_c \cdot \lambda_c}
\]

\[
\lambda_c = \frac{n_{DSB} - n_i}{n_c}
\]

where \( n_i \) and \( n_c \) indicate the number of domains affected by isolated and clustered DSB respectively, \( n_{DSB} \) represents the total number of DSB and \( \lambda_c \) refers to the mean number of DSB per cluster. The DSB rejoining over time after irradiation and the fraction of unrejoined DSB at time \( t \), \( U(t) \), can be calculated as a biphasic exponential decay of the fast and slow components, characterized by the half-lives \( \tau_{fast} \) and \( \tau_{slow} \), respectively:

\[
U(t) = F_{fast} e^{-t/\tau_{fast}} + F_{slow} e^{-t/\tau_{slow}}
\]

According to Eq. (4) the induced DNA damage is normalized to 1 at \( t = 0 \), before decreasing over time with two different rejoining kinetics.

In accordance with the general concept of the LEM, we assume that for a given cell line the short and long half-lives, attributed to isolated DSB and clustered DSB, respectively, do not change depending on whether the isolated DSB and the clustered DSB were induced by photon or high-LET irradiation. The different rejoining kinetics can then be fully attributed to the different relative fractions of isolated DSB and clustered DSB, translating into different relative fractions of fast and slow components. Consequently, we determine the corresponding half-lives by fitting Eq. (4) simultaneously to the low-LET and high-LET data for a given data set. The fit is based on a \( \chi^2 \) minimization on a linear scale and error bars are considered. The resulting half-lives are summarized in Table 2.

**Experimental Data Sets for Comparison**

The data chosen for comparison were obtained by using different radiation qualities and cell lines. Photons as well as a wide spectrum of ions have been considered, ranging from light ions (proton, deuteron, helium) to intermediate (carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, neon) and very heavy ions (argon, nickel, xenon, gold). The cell lines involved in the mentioned experiments were V79, CHO-K1 and human skin fibroblast (GM5758). Some experimental data are also taken from published data sets (35–37). However, for further validation of the model over a wide range of ions and LET an additional large set of new experimental data on DSB rejoining is also included. These experimental data were produced with the aim of specifically investigating the effect of the same ion species at different energies. Typical doses of gel electrophoresis experiments in the range of 20–200 Gy were applied. The information concerning the different radiation qualities employed to perform the experiments are summarized in Table 1. Due to limited access to the irradiation facility, part of the experiments was performed only once. The information concerning the number of available independent experiments for each radiation quality is reported in Table 1. The new rejoining measurements were carried out as described previously (6). Briefly, plateau phase cells (CHO-K1) were irradiated in monolayers at the UNILAC accelerator at GSI (low-energy ions) and embedded in agarose plugs after repair incubation under culture conditions. Alternatively, for X rays or high-energy-ion irradiation, the cells were directly embedded in agarose plugs, then irradiated and kept under culture conditions during repair. Cell lysis was done in plugs incubated in Proteinase K lysis buffer at 50°C for 20 h. Plug pieces containing around 10⁶ cells were loaded on 0.5%
agarose gels and subjected to constant field gel electrophoresis at 1 V/cm for 20 h. The fraction of eluted DNA was quantified based on the fluorescence intensity measurement after ethidium bromide staining.

Due to experimental limitations not all the fragments produced by the incident radiation can be measured with this technique, but usually an upper limit of around 6 Mbp and a lower limit of few kbp can be considered to define the range inside which the measurement can be performed (36–38). In addition only the physical rejoining of fragments can be measured by this procedure, but nothing is known concerning the accuracy of the rejoining and the resulting biological effects. In some cases at very low energies, track segment conditions were not fulfilled anymore because of the small residual energy and thus correspondingly short range of the ions. This can lead to a significant variation of

FIG. 1. Experimental data of DSB rejoining over time after irradiation of V79 cells with photons and protons (panel A), deuterons (panel B), helium-3 ions (panel C) and helium-4 ions (panel D) as reported by Belli et al. (36) (symbols) and corresponding model predictions (lines) based on a domain size of 540 nm. The absorbed dose was 45 Gy for all radiation qualities.
LET along the path of a particle traversing the cell nucleus. Furthermore, it has been described that the cell lysis at high temperature, which is part of the experimental protocol, is responsible for the conversion into DSB of the so-called heat-labile sites induced by radiation (39), meaning that a fraction of the measured DSB could represent an experimental artifact these aspects will be further considered during the discussion of the results.

RESULTS

Full Rejoining Curves

In Fig. 1, predictions of the rejoining model are compared to experimental results as reported by Belli et al. (36) after irradiation of V79 cells with photons, protons, deuterons and helium ions at a dose level of 45 Gy. For the simulations, deuterons are treated as protons at the same LET. As clearly visible from Fig. 1, there is good agreement between the model and experimental data for photons in the whole range taken into consideration, and the rejoining after ion irradiation seems to be reasonably well reproduced, although some deviations are observed which affect in particular the highest LET and the latest time points for protons (Fig. 1A) and helium-4 (Fig. 1D). In this case an underestimation of the residual damage is observed with the model, while the fast component of the rejoining seems to be well reproduced. It should be noted that for each ion the highest LET corresponds to a residual range for the particle that is comparable to the thickness of the cell layer. Consequently, a significant increase of LET could take place during the traversal of the cell layer, which is not taken into account by the model and could explain the observed underestimation.

Figure 2 compares model predictions with experimental data obtained after irradiation of human skin fibroblasts irradiated with 100 Gy of photons, helium and nitrogen ions at different energies as reported by Stenerlöw et al. (37). Again a reasonable agreement is observed for photons, while more pronounced deviations of the model predictions from experimental results are observed in the case of high-LET radiation (Fig. 2B). Whereas the slope of the slow component of rejoining is relatively well reproduced, at least for the lowest LET, a general underestimation of the rejoining capacity is registered in the first hour, followed by an overestimation of rejoining at the latest time points. Moreover, the differences in the rejoining kinetics observed in experimental data for different LETs are larger than the ones obtained with the simulated rejoining.

To analyze the impact of the specific choice of the parameter characterizing the loop/domain size, we repeated the analysis shown in Figs. 1 and 2 using different values for the domain size. Obviously, the choice of a different size for the domains results in a different number of domains for a given volume of the nucleus (fixed to 500 μm³), and consequently in different fractions of isolated DSB and clustered DSB. The optimal values were determined by the

FIG. 2. Experimental data of DSB rejoining over time after irradiation of human skin fibroblast cells with photons and helium ions (panel A) and nitrogen ions (panel B) as reported by Stenerlöw et al. (37) (symbols) and corresponding model predictions (lines) based on a domain size of 540 nm. The physical dose was 100 Gy for all radiation qualities.
lowest $\chi^2$ resulting from the fit procedure when the parameter is reduced from 540 nm down to 420 nm in 40 nm steps. The length of 460 nm corresponds to sub-volumes involving about 1 Mbp of DNA, while with 420 nm we have about 700 kbp of DNA per giant loop for the two cell lines. Both the values are within the size range, which is under current discussion (40–43).

As shown in Figs. 3 and 4, an improvement in the comparison with experimental data is obtained by reducing the domain size to 460 nm for V79 cells and to 420 nm for human skin fibroblast. Concerning the V79 cells, results calculated for a reduced domain size are reported in Fig. 3. Again good agreement is obtained for photon data, and some improvements are observed with ions too (Fig. 3A and
D), compared to the results obtained with a domain size of 540 nm. Deviations are now smaller, but the consideration already made for the short range of the high-LET particles still has to be considered. The adjustment of the domain size seems to more greatly affect the modeling of the human skin fibroblast data. By reducing the domain size to 420 nm (Fig. 4) the agreement for the fibroblast photon experimental data as well as the ion data is significantly improved compared to the standard dimension of 540 nm (Fig. 2). Even though full agreement of the model and the data is still not yet obtained, as a consequence of a reduced domain size we observe a more accurate description of the fast component, which is the result of the smaller fraction of induced clustered DSB. In addition, the residual damage at the latest time points now deviates less from the experimental data, and the general variation of the rejoining patterns with LET as predicted by the model is closer to the experimentally observed variation in comparison to the standard settings (Fig. 4B). We therefore conclude that for this specific fibroblast cell line, a smaller dimension of the domain seems to result in a more realistic description of the relative proportion of induced isolated DSB and clustered DSB for photon as well as for ion irradiation.

We then further tested the model by investigating even heavier ions and higher LET values. In Fig. 5, the model is used to predict the DSB rejoining for CHO-K1 cells after irradiation with photons, neon and xenon ions (35). The LET for ion irradiation ranges from 30.5–7,990 keV/μm. Since no error bars were reported for this data set, a 20% error was assumed for the single points in agreement with the quality of the measurements as discussed by the original authors (35). This value is also in line with the experimental error calculated for similar repeated experiments involving gel electrophoresis elution techniques. When comparing

FIG. 4. Experimental data of DSB rejoining over time after irradiation of V79 cells with photons and protons (panel A), deuterons (panel B), helium-3 ions (panel C) and helium-4 ions (panel D) as reported by Belli et al. (36) (symbols) and corresponding model predictions (lines) based on a domain size of 420 nm. The absorbed dose was 45 Gy for all radiation qualities.

FIG. 5. Experimental data of DSB rejoining over time after irradiation of CHO-K1 cells with xenon ions (77 Gy), neon ions (38 Gy and 13 Gy for 30.5 keV/μm and 437.0 keV/μm, respectively) and X-rays (20 Gy) as reported by Taucher-Scholz et al. (35) (symbols) and corresponding model predictions (lines) based on a domain size of 540 nm.
experimental data and model predictions, a very good agreement is obtained for the extreme cases of photon and xenon irradiation. The high LET of xenon ion results in a fraction of clustered damage representing more than 95% of induced damage, which is then reflected in the predicted rejoining curve being dominated by the slow component. For neon irradiation, the experimental data are well reproduced for the lower LET, while deviations are observed for the higher one. At the higher LET neon irradiation a pronounced fast component can be observed in the experimental rejoining, which is not reproduced by the model, although the slope of the slow component seems to
be comparable. The result is a general underestimation of DSB rejoining in this time window. The effect of a variation in the domain size was investigated; however, no improvement has been achieved in this case (data not shown), and the standard value of 540 nm gives the best results.

Figure 6 shows the application of the LEM model to a new set of experimental data produced in our laboratory after irradiation of CHO-K1 cells with different ion species covering a large-LET spectrum from 13.6 keV/µm carbon ions up to 12,350 keV/µm gold ions (detailed physical parameters are reported in Table 1). Error bars were set to 20% of each data point as discussed above. In most cases, nice agreement was observed. To investigate the effect of the same ion species accelerated at different energies, i.e., carbon ion (Fig. 6A), the large-LET range covered by the experiments (from 13.6 to 270.0 keV/µm) allowed visualization of a gradual transition of the DNA damage pattern from a photon-like condition at the lowest LET values, with isolated DSB representing the majority of the induced breaks, to an intermediate one where isolated DSB and clustered DSB are distributed in similar fractions, up to the highest LET showing a dominating slow component of rejoining. When looking at single curves, we can again observe a good agreement for the extreme-LET values, while the predicted rejoining shows some deviations from the experimental data in the intermediate-LET values, going in the direction of a general overestimation of fragment rejoining, even though the slope of the slow component appears to be nicely reproduced. When extending these considerations to the other ion species, the same trend is observed, with a good agreement in the case of low and high LET and some larger deviations in the intermediate range. Only for nickel ions at 200 keV/µm does the model fail to describe the full rejoining curve (Fig. 6C). We note in particular the lack of a fast component in the experimental results, whereas the model predicts such a fast component. Therefore the deviations are pronounced in the first hour and get progressively smaller at later time points. As for the previous data set, the effect of a variation of the domain size was considered (data not shown), but the best agreement to measured data again was obtained with the standard value of 540 nm length. Together with the previous analysis, this result indicates that the standard domain size is optimal for this particular cell line.

FIG. 7. Experimental data (open symbols) and corresponding modeling results (closed symbols) of the remaining fraction of DSB 3 h after irradiation as function of the LET for the same radiation qualities considered in Fig. 6. Experimental data were extracted from the full rejoining curves, while the simulated values were calculated by combining the initial DSB distribution patterns predicted by the LEM with the half-lives resulting from the fits of Fig. 6. Symbols referring to experimental and modeling results at the same LET are slightly shifted to allow a clear visualization of the error bars. The model is used here with a domain size of 540 nm. The corresponding dose values are provided in Table 1.

\[ \text{LET Dependence of Remaining DSB Fraction after 3 Hours} \]

In Fig. 7A we show the remaining fraction of DSB at 3 h after irradiation as function of the LET for the same radiation qualities considered in Fig. 6. Experimental data were extracted from the full rejoining curves, while the simulated values were calculated by combining the initial DSB distribution patterns predicted by the LEM with the half-lives resulting from the fits shown in Fig. 6. The error bars associated to simulated values reflect the uncertainty in the fitted half-lives (Table 2). In most of the cases good agreement is obtained between experimental and simulated rejoining, despite some deviations that are observed for the carbon ions in the intermediate-LET range, as already visible in Fig. 6. From a general point of view, it is important to note that the simulations can reproduce the increase in the fraction of remaining damage with increasing LET. Furthermore, a saturation-like behavior in the rejoining process is observed starting from a LET value of around 200 keV/µm both in experiment data and in simulations. In some cases, different ion species are investigated at similar LET, as for example carbon and nickel at approx. 200 keV/µm. Looking at the 3 h time point after irradiation, allows demonstration of the influence of the track structure on the induced DSB pattern. Since nickel ions have a much higher charge compared to carbon ions at a given LET, they are characterized by a higher specific
energy and thus a larger track radius. According to the parameterization used in the model calculations, the maximum radius of such a carbon ion track corresponds to 3.6 μm, while for nickel ion it is about 3,300 μm. Consequently, for carbon ions due to their smaller track radius and the resulting higher ionization density, we would expect a higher level of clustering, while for the nickel the same LET is spread over a much larger region reflected in a photon-like pattern of energy release. Keeping in mind that the experimental data for nickel at 200 keV/μm tend to underestimate the fast component of rejoining in comparison to the other experimental data, the remaining damage at 3 h could be expected to be even somewhat lower in that case. Overall the experimental data as well as the model outcomes support the expectations based on track structure.

We then tested the predictive power of the model by using only a limited set of data for the derivation of the half-lives. In Fig. 7B we applied the half-lives determined from the fits to the already published data for CHO-K1 cells as shown in Fig. 5 to predict the remaining damage at 3 h for all ion-energy combinations of the new experimental data as shown in Fig. 6. It is interesting to see that even when using the half-lives obtained from the fit of Fig. 5 to predict the fraction of remaining damage an overall good agreement is obtained. However, in this case slightly different systematic deviations are observed. Whereas now reasonable agreement is found in the low- and intermediate-LET regions, the systematic deviations are more pronounced in the high-LET region. In general, somewhat larger deviations can be expected compared to the case shown in Fig. 7A because of the far more limited set of data used to derive the relevant parameters. Nevertheless, Fig. 7B nicely demonstrates the predictive power of the model, since even based on the limited data set of Fig. 5 the model is able to reproduce the general features of the remaining damage as a function of radiation quality reasonably well.

**Discussion**

In this investigation the LEM model has been used for the first time as a tool to describe the DSB rejoining over time after ion irradiation, whereas originally the model was developed for different purposes, namely to predict the increased effectiveness for cell killing. The aim of the analysis presented here was to specifically test the significance of the two damage classes introduced in the LEM, i.e., isolated DSB and clustered DSB. We hypothesized that the classes of isolated DSB and clustered DSB could be attributed to the fast and slow components of rejoining, respectively. By combining the patterns of DSB distributions obtained with the LEM and a simple biphasic exponential rejoining kinetics, the model is able to reasonably predict the DSB rejoining over time for three different cell lines and several different radiation qualities. The agreement obtained in the comparison further supports the new mechanistic approach on which the LEM is currently based.

In particular cases, significant deviations are observed between experimental and simulated data, however, these deviations do not follow a clear systematic trend and they can be partially explained by variations in experimental procedures, biological factors and modeling features, which will be discussed below.

Nevertheless it must be kept in mind that the actual application of the LEM exceeds the aim for which it was originally developed. In that respect, it is of interest to note that with increasing LET, the model is able to predict the saturation in the rejoining process at very high LET values as observed in the experiments (Fig. 7). In the context of our model, this is due to the progressively enhanced fraction of clustered DSB, which finally translates in only a single component, namely the slow one, being relevant for the description of the DSB rejoining over time. It will therefore be interesting to investigate in more detail how directly the saturation in the rejoining process at high LET relates to the enhanced RBE of ion irradiation in the Bragg peak region as predicted by the LEM.

**Influence of Experimental Limitations**

In the gel electrophoresis elution technique, it is impossible to measure all the DNA fragments produced by irradiation. For practical reasons, the measurements involve a defined range of fragment lengths, which usually has about 6 Mbp as upper limit and few kbp as lower one (36–38). This happens because fragments larger than 6 Mbp are too large to migrate into the gel, while fragments below about 5 kbp are short enough to migrate out of the gel. Both classes of fragments are therefore excluded from the measurements. According to dedicated studies (44, 45) with ion irradiation an increased number of small fragments are produced compared to photon exposure, and at increasing LET a significant percentage of fragments has a length below the measurable limit, consequently affecting the accuracy of the measurements. By contrast, really large fragments represent only a minor fraction of the total number and can be neglected from the discussion since they are not expected to greatly affect the final results. The above experimental limits are reflected in the context of our analysis, since at the actual stage all the induced fragments are taken into account in our model. Focusing on the small fragments, they should represent DSB induced in close proximity, which are considered as clustered DSB in the picture described by our model. This consideration could help to explain some of the deviations observed in the comparison: when the model predicts an overestimation of the residual damage or an underestimated fast component, this could be due to the loss of short fragments during the experiment, resulting in an experimental underestimation of the slow component of induced damage.
As already mentioned above, it has been demonstrated that DSB measurements using gel electrophoretic elution techniques are affected by the conversion of the so-called radiation induced heat-labile sites into DSB when the lysis is performed at high temperatures (39). More recently, it was shown that this effect reflects at least in part a biological process also taking place during incubation at physiological temperatures (46). Furthermore, it seems to be less relevant after high-LET irradiation and a cell line dependence was also reported (34, 46). Considering these various aspects and despite the fact that corrections factors have been proposed to take into account this potential artefact low LET (47), in our view these minor effects (especially for high LET), that do not require more detailed consideration in the model and would not affect the final picture resulting from our study.

More generally speaking, small deviations in the comparison could be also due to uncertainties in the measurements of dose, which are usually in the order of 10% (48).

Impact of the Domain Size

As clearly evident from the results shown in the previous sections, the domain size is a relevant parameter to describe the cell behavior after irradiation, since it affects the proportions of induced isolated DSB and clustered DSB. Up to now a standard domain size of 540 nm length has been used in the LEM, but adjustments of this parameter are reasonable when the aim is to describe the response of different cell types. The effect of a variation of the domain size in the range 420–540 nm was investigated and showed that in some cases a reduced size better represented the data of specific cell lines (460 nm for V79, 420 nm for human skin fibroblasts). The size range chosen here approximately reflects the bandwidth of domain sizes reported by Johnston et al. (41), covering sizes of about 1–2 Mbp for different cell lines. The present analysis should be only interpreted in terms of the impact of the assumed domain sizes on our analysis. A full, detailed analysis of the influence of this parameter on the LEM predictions is beyond the scope of this work. Nevertheless, the results presented here demonstrate that improvements can be obtained in the model by adopting specific domain sizes for individual cell lines. However, if one considers that a single domain should represent one giant loop of the higher order chromatin structure, it is clear that the choice of a constant value to describe all the domains is probably not realistic from a biological point of view but is a good approximation for the first stage analysis. A more accurate and realistic description of the chromatin structure could probably be obtained by simulating a distribution of domain sizes around a mean value. This aspect is currently under investigation in our group, and could be the object of further improvements of the model.

Selection of Time Window

When selecting the experimental data sets for our analysis, we decided to restrict the application of the model to the first few hours after irradiation. One reason for this decision was the higher accuracy of the method in the measurement of fragments in the first hours compared to very late time points. Moreover, a time window of 3–4 h after irradiation allows for sensitivity to both the fast and slow component of rejoining. In contrast, the experimental data at very late time points (24 h or more) still show the presence of residual DSB. These residual DSB can be considered as a minor fraction of the induced lesions, which have not yet been processed, although at least for low-LET radiation some late rejoining can be observed up to 72 h. The presence of this plateau-like behavior at late times is not taken into account in our model, and consideration of this aspect would need the introduction of additional free parameters.

Damage Complexity Versus Chromatin Structure

Apart from giving a partial validation to the LEM model, the reported results also enhance the confidence in the proposed two classes of DSB and more generally in the clustering of DSB at a micrometer level, as being relevant for the description of cell killing after ion irradiation. Several possible classifications for the different types of DNA damage clusters have been proposed over the years to describe the increased RBE observed after ion irradiation. However, it is not yet clear whether clustering on a length scale of up to a few 10 bp or clustering on a substantially larger scale determines radiation effectiveness. For example, the work reported by Sutherland et al. (49), as well as the modeling work done by Nikjoo et al. (50) and by Ottolenghi et al. (51), supports the role of very short scale clustering, or “locally multiple damaged sites” as defined by Ward (52). Conversely, recent experimental evidence also reported the importance of clustered DNA damage on a larger scale for the understanding of the biological effects of high-LET radiation (53). Furthermore, a deviation from a random distribution of DNA fragments has been demonstrated by several authors when analyzing fragment size distributions a few hours after irradiation, indicating an excess presence of DNA fragments on a length scale between a few kbp to 2–3 Mbp. This observation has been associated with the presence of a higher order chromatin structure involving elements of micrometer size and to the difficulty to rejoin multiple lesions inside a single structural element (54, 55). These conclusions are in line with earlier work reported by Johnston et al. (56, 57), in which higher order chromatin structure defined as Mbp loops are shown to be relevant for the description of the severity of DNA damage after irradiation and refer in particular to the prolonged existence of such DSBs induced as multiple lesions in the same loop. Further support for these conclusions comes from modeling work reported by Friedland et al. (58), where a better correlation to the cell
inactivation experimental data was found for DNA damage clustering at a regional scale compared to the local scale. It therefore can thus not be excluded that, depending on the particular assay, endpoint and radiation quality, clustering on both levels might be relevant to characterize the biological effectiveness of a specific radiation quality. In that respect it is of interest to note that our model actually takes into account clustering at both levels, since besides the DSB + DSB clustering on the level of giant loops for the calculation of the initial yield of DSB, the potential combination of two SSB produced in close neighborhood is also considered as a source for an increased yield of DSB (23).

Another possible interpretation of the biphasic rejoining is that the fast component of DSB repair is induced in the euchromatic regions of the cell nucleus and the slow component of DSB repair is produced in the heterochromatic regions, as has been demonstrated for low-LET-induced DNA damage (59). However the experimental immunostaining-based techniques usually employed to investigate this endpoint require the use of different dose levels, and to measure the slow component of repair requires the assessment at later time, resulting in data which are not directly comparable to data obtained by gel electrophoresis elution techniques (60). Furthermore, it has been recently shown that the slower repair of DSB after ion irradiation, is due to the higher complexity of the induced damage and in addition the chromatin organization needs to be considered (11). Currently different levels of chromatin condensation are not taken into account in our model.

Comparison to Other Models

In the literature other models can be found for the description of DSB rejoining after irradiation and here we will briefly discuss some of them. In the stochastic model of DNA fragment rejoining recently published by Li et al. (61) a biochemical approach is adopted to describe the impaired fragment rejoining and the increased efficiency in the induction of cell death and mutations resulting from ion irradiation. Starting from the experimental findings concerning an enhanced production of small DNA fragments subsequent to high LET as compared to photon radiation, the hypothesis is made that protein recruitment is hindered at the break sites for very small fragments. This could result in a slow rejoining kinetics and a residual fraction of fragments that remain unrejoined. The model was applied to experimental data from radiation induced foci kinetics after irradiation with photons and 150 keV/μm Fe ions.

A numerical-analytical approach has been used by Pinto et al. (62) with the aim of describing the initial DNA fragmentation and rejoining kinetics induced by different radiation qualities. Pinto and others developed a new model of DNA breakage where the initial DNA damage distribution is simulated using a clustered breakage approach (62). Particular emphasis was focused on the evaluation of the so-called background DNA damage that could result from experimental techniques. The model was applied to reproduce experimental data obtained by means of gel elution techniques after X-ray and α-particle irradiation. The authors concluded that the delayed rejoining observed after high-LET irradiation resulted from an enhanced lesion complexity at the nanometer scale (63).

The PARTRAC (PARticle TRACks) code (64) has been recently complemented by a new module for the description of DNA repair through the NHEJ pathway (65). This Monte Carlo based modeling tool has been used for the description of DSB induction and rejoining after photon and ion irradiation (66), using experimental data obtained by means of gel elution techniques. The main feature of the model from a biological point of view is the ability to reproduce DNA fragments distributions both at the initial stage and during time points when repair is ongoing. Comparison with experimental data are reported in this article for 60Co γ rays and N ions of 80, 175 and 225 keV/μm.

A detailed and more direct comparison to the above mentioned models is beyond the limits of this work, and could be discussed in future publications. Nevertheless, the different approaches adopted in the mentioned models show some similarities and some differences with the LEM model we presented here. Although they are able to consistently reproduce experimental curves, the other models require a larger number of assumptions and free parameters compared to the model we proposed. Moreover, in the analysis we have presented here, successfully applied are joining model to a very wide spectrum of experimental data coming from different labs and involving different cell lines and radiation qualities.

CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated that for a given cell line a single set of biological parameters in our model is able to simultaneously reproduce the biphasic DNA rejoining kinetics over a wide range of radiation qualities. The present results combined with previous ones investigating the RBE for cell survival (25, 29) strongly support the relevance of the proposed two classes of DSB as a basis for the understanding of the cell response to ion irradiation. Importantly the density of DSB within DNA giant loops of around 2 Mbp size, i.e., on a micrometer scale, is identified as a key parameter for the description of radiation effectiveness. Further experimental and modeling work will be dedicated to test the general validity of this working hypothesis.
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